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Course Summary 
This course for beginning to advanced students will include extensive experimentation 
with materials and techniques through individual painting problems. Emphasis will be 
placed on active decision-making to explore formal and material options as part of the 
painting process in relation to form and meaning.   Students will pursue various interests 
in subject matter. Students may choose to work with oil-based media. Demonstrations, 
lectures and critiques will be included. 
 
This class is designed to help you cultivate generative studio habits, define your 
interests, examine possible directions, and expand on processes in your work. For the 
first week, you will be given a series of open-ended assignments that prioritize 
production. The second week will be committed to independently directed projects. 
There are two critiques planned during the session. Your attendance and active 
participation in these critiques is vital. 
 
Work Requirements 
–Present your past work to the class (10 jpegs on day 2) 
–Produce work in response to all assignments 
–Closely read and actively discuss all text components of course 
–Maintain sketchbook of notes and process materials 
–Attend all evening lectures 
–Participate fully in critique 
 
Attendance and Class Policy 
Punctual arrival to class in morning and evening sessions is expected. Attendance is 
mandatory to receive credit for this session, including Saturday and Sunday in the 
middle of the session. If you are absent more than three times, you will not receive credit 
for the course. Repeated latenes will count towards an absence, as will leaving before 
the end of class. If you know you are going to be absent, please let me know. In 
addition, there are lectures held in the evening by Ox-Bow faculty, schedule TBA. You 
are expected to attend all of these as well. 
 



Students should come to class prepared for that day’s coursework, including having all 
materials needed for their art projects and having performed close readings of all texts to 
be discussed in the course. Active participation in all class discussions and group 
critiques is mandatory. 
 
It is important that you come to Ox-Bow with the materials you’ll need to work each day 
already purchased. Please see supply list attached. You will also be asked to present 
your past work to the class (ten jpegs) at the beginning of the session. Please gather 
these images on your laptop, thumb drive, or Google Drive prior to your arrival at Ox-
Bow. 
 
Course Readings 
Throughout our session, we will be reading, writing about, and discussing several texts 
related to this course’s key concepts. These readings are divided into three nodes, with 
discussions of each listed on the calendar at the end of this syllabus. All of the readings 
are available from Ox-Bow office as PDFs, and you are asked to print these texts out 
before traveling to campus.  
 
For each reading node, you must bring NO LESS THAN THREE QUESTIONS 
concerning the content of the readings to our class discussions. As long as the entire 
class is active and participatory in these discussions, bringing questions is the full extent 
that I will check that you’ve read the materials. If students are coming to class 
unprepared for discussions, I will start to require a minimum of one-page typed 
summaries for each reading node, and these written assignments will be integral 
to passing the course. 
 
Because these close readings and analyses represent a central aspect of a studio 
practice within this course, your written responses and active participation in class 
discussions will contribute to whether or not you receive credit for this course. 
 
1. (Discussion Wednesday, 1/10) 
–Bayles, David, and Ted Orland. “Finding Your Work.” Art & Fear. Santa Cruz: The 
Image Continuum, 1993. Print, pp. 49–62. 
–Bove, Carol. “Self-Expression.” Akademia X: Lessons in Art + Life.  
New York: Phaidon, 2015. 6 pages. 
–Sillman, Amy. “On Color.” Painting Beyond Itself: The Medium in the Post-Medium 
Condition. Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016. 6 pages. 
 
2. (Discussion Monday, 1/15) 
–Martin, Chris. “Everything is Finished Nothing is Dead: An Article About Abstract 
Painting.” The Brooklyn Rail. April 1, 2003. Nine pages. 
–Guérin, Magalie. “Doubt.” Notes On. Chicago: Green Lantern Press, 2016. Print, pp. 
159–166. 
–“Rocket Run, Abstraction from Chicago.” Edited by Alexander Herzog. Lincoln, NE: 
Elder Gallery, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 2014.  
 
3. (Discussion Thursday, 1/18) 
–Joselit, David. “Painting Beside Itself.” October: Fall 2009, No. 130. Print, pp. 125–134. 
–Verwoert, Jan. “Why Are Conceptual Artists Painting Again? Because They Think It’s a 
Good Idea.” Afterall: Autumn/Winter 2005. 
–Cotter, Holland. “Lost in the Gallery–Industrial Complex.” New York Times, January 17, 
2014.



 
Daily schedule  
 
DAY 1 – Sunday, 1/7, evening 
Introduce course; get acquainted; draw each other; assign studio space 
Homework: Gather ten images of past work to show us tomorrow 
 
DAY 2 – Monday, 1/8 
Morning Student presentations – 10 jpegs of past work 
Afternoon studio time (Landscape on four quadrants or surfaces) 
 
DAY 3 – Tuesday, 1/9 
Slides + screening + studio time (Obliterate and reconstruct landscapes) 
Homework: Collect three source materials (Select sources from three different artists) 
 
DAY 4 – Wednesday, 1/10 
Discussion of Reading Node 1 + studio time  
(Combine three art historical sources into painting) 
 
DAY 5 – Thursday, 1/11  
Slides + Studio time (Combination painting continued) 
 
DAY 6 – Friday, 1/12 
Studio time (100 drawings) 
 
DAY 7 – Saturday, 1/13 
Studio time (first painting completed in first hour) 
 
DAY 8 – Sunday, 1/14 
Mid-term Critique 
 
DAY 9 Monday, 1/15 
Discussion of Reading Node 2 + studio time 
Meet with Matt about independent projects 
 
DAY 10 – Tuesday, 1/16 
Slides + screening + studio time 
 
DAY 11 – Wednesday, 1/17 
Students will be paired off to give studio visits to one another + studio time 
 
DAY 12 – Thursday, 1/18 
Discussion of Reading Node 3 + studio time 
 
DAY 13 – Friday, 1/19  
Final Critique 
 
DAY 14 – Saturday, 1/20)  
Head home! 
 
 
 



 



Supply List 
 
–At least 20 canvases or similarly substantial supports of various sizes.  
 
Please have these surfaces constructed and gessoed in advance of the winter session. I 
encourage students NOT to work on store-bought or pre-primed canvases, but rather to 
supply themselves with raw canvas/linen, PVA sizing, gesso, staple gun with heavy duty 
staples (T50 or a similar size will work well), and stretcher bars that can be either 
purchased or made in the wood shop. Because of the extremely short length of this 
course, we strongly recommend students have whatever painting surfaces on which they 
plan to work prepared prior to the start of the course. 
 
–While a set of oil colors are recommended for the class, you can also work in acrylic, 
gouache, watercolor, or other liquid paints of your choosing. This is a list of 
recommended colors to have at the session followed by others that might be helpful: 
 
Basic set of colors to have 
Cadmium Red Medium 
Alizarin Crimson 
Quinacradone Red 
Yellow Ochre 
Cadmium Yellow Medium 
Burnt Sienna 
Raw Umber 
Ultramarine Blue 
Dioxazine Violet 
Mars or Ivory Black 
Titanium White (large tube) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional optional colors 
Indian Red 
Venetian Red 
Indian Yellow 
Cadmium Yellow Light  
Hansa Yellow or Winsor Yellow 
Naples Yellow Light 
Cadmium Orange 
Viridian 
Phthalo Green 
Permanent Green Light 
Terra Verte 
Prussian Blue 
Cobalt Blue 
Manganese Blue 
Raw Sienna 
Raw Umber  
Payne’s Gray

–Sketchbook  
 
–At least 300 sheets of drawing paper (a variety of different types, newsprint, found 
papers, hot press, cold press, large, small, toned, nontraditional paper surfaces for 
drawing like handmade papers, pages of clothing catalogues, copy paper, recycled 
papers, etc.) 
 
–Drawing materials (get as creative with your possible drawing tools as possible: 
cosmetics, collage, print-offs of older work, forms of generating and writing text, inks, 
paints, brushes, charcoal, conte crayons, graphite, colored pencils, watercolor pencils, 
adhesives, fabrics, air dry clay, paper mache… be imaginative with your supplies~ ~ ~ ) 
 
–Digital storage device (USB drive, external hard drive) for you to save any written or 
digitally produced work that you might make in this course. 
 
–Range of brushes and palette knives 



 
Recommended options:  
Bristle/synthetic brushes (Filberts: #4, #6, #8; Round: #2, #4, #6; Flat: #8, #10, #12) 
Soft hair (Round: #4, #8; Flat or Filbert: #8, #10) 
2”+ wide bristle brush (inexpensive from art or hardware stores) 
Large soft brush for blending 
4”+ wide plastic putty knife 
A selection of palette knives in various shapes and sizes 
 
–Bring brush cleaners and clean rags for whatever medium you use, and bring any 
mediums specific to your paint as needed (oil = odorless mineral spirits and a drying 
medium like Galkyd; acrylic = retarder, gel mediums, etc.). 
 
 
Palette: glass or clear acrylic, minimum 11”x14”  

(NOTE: if you use glass, get a thick enough piece that won’t shatter easily, and 
carefully wrap edges in tape to prevent cutting yourself.) 

Razor blade scraper and replacement single-edged razor blades 
Small tape measure, X-acto knife 
Acrylic gesso 
Medium grit sandpaper 
Silicoil jar 
Odorless mineral spirits or Turpenoid (NO turpentine or paint thinner) 
Brush cleaner (I prefer The Master’s Brush: Brush Cleaner and Preserver) 
Lots of cloth rags (cut up t-shirts) 
 (NOTE: Uline carries a box of standard t-shirt rags that contains 250 for $60; 

several of you might look into ordering a box together to share: 
http://www.uline.com/BL_6954/Box-Of-Rags) 

 
 
 
 
 


